
• Mobility
vYSoo MR600 is a portable solution that enables you to
enjoy Wifi and communicate anywhere, anytime, at
virtually any location where a cellular data network is
available.
Wherever you are, the vYSoo MR600 enables you to  
enjoy the simplicity and convenience of WiFi without 
having to search around for a hotspot and without risking
a non-secure connection.

• Secure
Built-in firewall and secure chat allows you or your group
to work securely while protecting your data. 
Set up WEP and WPA encryption to protect your 
bandwidth or use VPN, WPA2 Enterprise to connect your
devices through the MR600.
Companies can establish a point-to-point IPSec tunnel
for communication and offers top protection against
eavesdroppers and attackers

• Simple
- Easy-to-set-up without having to become an IT expert.
- Easy to use : Plug and Connect.

• Share
- Share with your friends and colleagues or other devices
(IPTV, Printers, IP camera, Iphone, Wifi Phones,
Computers, Network Game Station,…). 

- Share your Telecom Operator WWAN through Wifi
connections securely. 

Features
• Compliant with IEEE 802.11 b/g Standards 
• Tethers to Cellular phone or Cellular USB modem for WiFi access anywhere in coverage 
• Compact and portable 
• 10/100 Ethernet port available for wired uplink when available or downlink to connect a
device, a PC for example, without Wifi.

• Added firewall, WEP, WPA, WPA2 Enterprise,… for Securely share your connection.

Compatibility
Supported data cards can be found at www.vysoo.com/liste_des_compatibilites_carte_routeur.php
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Applications
Ever been in the middle of nowhere, you and your friends could share a single internet connection across 
multiple devices? 
MR600 will enable you to get Wifi Connection with any one of several supported WWAN PCMCIA or USB
WWAN dongles that you can get from your Telecom carrier. It shares the connection via WiFi and it is really 
easy to set up. 
With the external accessories (car kit or external battery), mobile Wifi Hotspots had never been made so easy 
to configure and use.
Getting connected to Wifi has never been so easy. No need anymore to wait for hotspot availability, 
bandwidth, provide credit card information…

Connect all Wifi Devices Together
The vYSoo Mobile Router MR600 enables all the wifi devices to connect and share a 
mobile Network. You can connect easily and safely through Wifi or LAN connection for 
example your Iphone, PDA, Laptop, Desktop PC, Wifi Printer, NAS server, IP TV, IP 
Radio, Wifi DVD player, IP Camera, Media Player,… all together or to Internet through 
your WWAN connection.

Mobile Business
With vYSoo MR600, Mobile users and enterprises can connect to the Internet or 
corporate networks at virtually any location where a cellular data network is available. 
By utilizing the wireless gateway solution, businesses can minimize the investment 
and time required to set up a temporary or mobile office. Wherever you are (in your 
car, in your office, at home, in a hotel, at a customer site, in the street,…) MR600 gives 
you and your team instant, reliable, and secure Internet access wherever you need. 
Great for simplifying individual access as well as sharing – no need to give a credit 
card number, add hardware or software to your PC or your colleagues’ devices to get 
connected to the Internet.Not only your laptop, but all your working environment is now 
Mobile

Finish High Cellular Phones rates. Enjoy VoIP anywhere Enjoy the low rates of 
VoIP national and international calls wherever you are. Participate to Conference calls 
from your car, your hotel,… at the lowest worldwide rates. Using the router with a Wifi
phone, you don’t need anymore to boot your computer or have a headset to make 
cheap calls.Get a Wifi phone with VoIP and enjoy free roaming charges. Wherever you 
are in the world, your Business Number is following you.

Vacation
All the luxuries of home include Internet access – even if home is on the road or away 
from home. The MR600 gives you a great way to unleash the modem built-in your 
Cellular phone. And tethered data service can be activated for just the months you 
need it instead of making long term commitments. An added feature is the ability to put 
your phone where you have signal, and use your laptop where it’s convenient. With the 
MR600, you no longer have to hunt around for a public WiFi hotspot to get Internet 
access when on vacation
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Emergency Response
The vYSoo MR600 provides a mobile and easy to set up portable WiFi solution and 
quickly allows you to set up vital communication links in seconds. Responders will be 
able to share vital documents, emails, and mission critical information without the 
usual hassles. The vYSoo MR600 is your instant infrastructure solution for EVDO and 
HSDPA networks and is tuned to work with the latest PCMCIA cards or USB dongles 
from Telecom Companies all around the world. When disaster strikes, it is crucial to 
access to reliable communications promptly. When the wired communications 
infrastructure is unavailable, damaged, destroyed or overloaded, wireless 
communications can provide a lifeline for people on the front lines of public safety and 
emergency preparedness. For fast, effective response to emergency situations, vYSoo
MR600 get you up and running with high-speed broadband Internet connectivity, voice, 
video, and data systems through cellular networks. Regardless of location or access to 
traditional communications, people can establish and maintain communications within 
minutes.

Construction
Whether at a remote site or in the trailer, for short time periods or extended, the vYSoo
MR600 provides a perfect solution for Internet connectivity when space and 
convenience are a premium. Plus, it supports Mobile PCs as well as handheld 
computers and PDAs for easy WiFi internet access regardless of what infrastructure
your team uses. Ease of use and solid network performance are yours with the vYSoo
MR600

Deploying Wifi made easy
Deploying Hotspots over a city, in a hotel or over a trade Show had never been made 
so easy and flexible.For all kinds of events, from off-site meetings to fairs or shows or 
to game fields, the vYSoo MR600 provides a reliable, easy-to-setup wireless network. 
Password access allows you an extra level of security. 

Residential : ADSL Replacement Solution
You don’t need anymore ADSL at home AND in your secondary home AND at 
work,… Get connected and connect all your devices (Printer, PC, Laptop, Phone, 
PDA,… ) wherever you are with only one WWAN subscription.
Why would you pay for a second ADSL subscription in your secondary home, when 
you can get Wifi everywhere you are.
vYSoo MR600 provides a Wifi Internet connection and broadband network access to 
any place under cellular phone coverage.
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Back up Solution, Business Continuity
vYSoo MR600 is a low-cost insurance solution against a major business disruption, 
and it helps enterprises builds cost-effectively backup and recovers their wire line 
network in the event of a natural disaster or man-made disruptions.
Thanks to the security levels that vYSoo MR600 can support, Professionals can 
now have a backup solution to their wire line and optimize business continuity in 
reducing the any impact due to wired network Internet access interruption.
Moreover, Get closer to your customers. Cash machines, lottery terminals, 
payments terminals can now be mobile, on a truck,… for mobile businesses. Get 
where your customers are.

Transportation
vYSoo MR600 provides Wireless Internet Access to users in moving. it offers simple 
and effective IP communications services to our customers in moving vehicles and 
can get power directly from cigarette lighter in vehicles. 
During a taxi course or in a bus a train or a tramway, passengers can give VoIP
calls, check e-mail or surf web pages while in trip.

Security
Could be to connect Surveillance IP Cameras on a building, a truck, a car or a 
bus… wirelessly to a safe storage HDD or to connect it to Internet, the security 
features that the vYSoo MR600 can support enable many applications in the 
Security Area. No more wires. Thanks to the WWAN and the mobility of the router, 
the security of your data, the access to the network, the IP camera access,…
remotely is made easy.

Store And Points of Sales
Wifi in point of Sales is a growing demand. Either because Wifi is important to 
attract customers, to offer them added value services, but also because more and 
more equipment in the Stores need Wifi (Digital Signage, IP radio, POS 
terminals,…). vYSoo MR600 is a cost effective solution providing Reliability, 
Stability and Security. You can set up an instantly available wireless network in the 
Point of Sale. vYSoo MR600 is an extremely flexible solution for Network 
deployment and back up.

Mobile Hotspots
vYSoo MR600 is an easy to deploy Mobile Hot Spot solution for mobile operators. 
By this solution, mobile operators or transit operators can provide Hot Spot services 
to customers. By integrated RADIUS module, vYSoo MR600 offers several 
possibilities for service charging (based on service time, service traffic (e.g. Mbits), 
fixed monthly fee, scratch card etc.)  to business passengers, even in vehicles.

As a Manufacturer, vYSoo would be glad to study any requirement you could have and we can also 
design and manufacture products under your brand name.
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